
THE PACIFIC OCEAN TELEGRAPH. 
The latest advices from the Tuscarora and the party en

gaged in survl'ying the bed of the Pacific ocean, to find a 
suitable route for the cable, report progress from Yokohama, 
Japan, along the shores of the Knrile Islands and of some 
of the Aleutian group, and thence across the Kamchatka 
Sea. "For 1,000 miles from Yokohama," says a corrrespond
ent of the Tribune, from which journal we take the illustra 
tive diagram, "the depths ranged from 300 t0 2,270 fathoms. 
The gr@atest slope within the distance is from lat. 40° 01' 

J dtutifir �mtritau. 
from the stem of the vessel, the weight of which the cable 
may be of insufficient strength to sustain, even if at the 
time the most favorable weather prevails. To flum it all up, 
the most obvious advantages in favor of the northern route 
are the smaller amount of cable required, and its being 
mostly within our own possessions. 

We arrived at Ounalask'l on July 29; everything most sat· 
isfactory to date, as far as the accomplishment of our work 
is concerned. A line will next be run ba.ck to Tanaga island 
outside, or to the southward of the islands; then from here 
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ings have tanks into which the water is forced by hand or 
steam power; and some of them have machines like those 
of Whitehurst, which are set in action every time water is 
drawn and shut off in the lower stories. 

In 1796, Montgolfier, whose connection with the invention 
of balloons is well known, contrived an automatic machine 
for performing continually the work that Whitehurst'a ma
chine had done when controlled by hand. The Montgolfier 
ram, as at first constructed, is shown in Fig. 1; and Fjg. 2 
represents another form of the machine, embodying the �ame 

N" long. 142° 57' E . ,  to lat. 
41° 09' N" long. 144° 01' E., 
being 161 feet to themile. From 
lat. 47" 44' N., long. 154° 15' 
E. , the depth gradually increas
ed to 3,754 fathoms at position 
lat. 500 19', long. 159° 39', a 
distance of 260 miles, giving a 
slope of about 60 feet. Just 
before entering the Aleutian 
group, a most remarkable de
pression was ascertained. It 
was in lat. 52° 06' N. , 10Dg. 
171° 15' E., and its depth was 
4,037 fathoms (24,222 feet), 
while the precediDg and suc
ceeding casts, each only 29 mUes 
dis tan t from this one, were in 
2,460 fathoms (14,760 feet) of 

'BEDcOF THE PACIFIC OCEAN ALONG THE TUSCARORA'S COURSE. 

principles, and somewhat easier 
to build. The two figures are 
lettered alike, so that a descrip. 
tion of the action of one will 
apply to the other. Water 
from a source higher than the 
ram flows through the pipe, A, 
and the discharge valve, B, be
ing open, runs to waste. Some 
resistance being offered to its 
pa�sage through the waste out. 
let, the water closes the valve, 
B ; and its motioIJ lin this direc
tion beiDg suddenly arrested, 
it has sufficient force to open 
the valves, D D, and rise some 
distance in the delivery pipe, 
F. When the force is expend-

water, which gave a slope of 326 feet to a mile, the greatest 
as yet found by us since our departure from San Francisco. 
From the position of this great depth to one about three miles 
from the island of Atchka, lat. 51° 58' N. , long. 174° 31' E., 
a distance of 125 miles. the water shoaled to 332 fathoms, 
being at the rate of 187 feet to a mile, and from that posi
tion to Tanaga leland the depth ranged from 200 to 1,800 
fathoms, with but one heavy slope of 250 feet between lat. 
51° 08' N., long. 178° 35' W., and lat. 51° 28' N., long. 177° 
57' W. This is nearly as much as the greatest slope found 
between Honolulu and Yokohama. This route thus far is 
not impracticable, so far as the plll-teau goes. 

Ooze similar to that previously fonnd, and grayish black 
sand, gravel, and lumps of lava, were found along the Ku
rile Islands, and grayish black sand, gravel, and Bpollge in 
the Aleutian group. After sightiDg the Agatton island, the 
line was run skirtin'g along the shores to the island of Tan
aga. From this point it will be run to the northward, to the 
island of Ounalaska. 'fhe deductions from aerial tempera. 
tures in connection with currents, corroborate previous ob· 
servations upon the latter. In lat. 51° 39' N., the couDter 
current which sets to the southward and westward along the 
shores of Kamchatka and the Kurile Islands, extends to 
10Dg. 164° E., with a surface temperature of 42° Fah., from 
which point to long. 174° E., in the same latitude, taere is 
the Kamchatka current, which is a branch of the Japan 
stream, setting up through Behring's Straits. This stream 
bas a surface temperature in this latitude of from 46° to 47° 
Fah." 

As will be seen by the sectional view of the ocean bed, the 
course is along a raDge of submarine mountains, which (in 
the Kurile and Aleutian Islands) occasionally rise above the 
surface of the water. The ocean currents are very numer· 
ous, and their temperatures vary widely. 

The Tuscarora completed this course, and put into Glory 
of Russia Bay, Tanaga, one of 

THE ALEUTIAN CHAIN OF ISLANDS. 

ed, the valve, B, again opens, 
to where we left off last fall, and then to San Francisco! and the former operation is repeated. It will be observed 
where the work will be completed." that, when the valve, B, closes, the air in C and E is com-

------.......... • pr8��ed by the force of the water. When the force is ex· 
THE HYDRAULIC RAM. pended, tlIe air in C expands again, and pr.eeses back the 

Many of our readers, on shutting the cock in a water pipe water in the pipe, A, so that the valve, B, can more readily 
where there was considerable pressure, must have observed open, and the air in E also expands, forciDg the water up 
that the sudden arrest of the motion of the water caused a the delivery pipe, F. Thus the air in C tends to make the 
shock, �o'ille:imeB produrio� �ound and jarring the pipe. valve, B, open more quickly than it otherwise would, after 

the water has exerted its force in the pipe, F, and the air in 
E makes the delivery more rpgular and continuous. The air 
in these vessels is liable to diminish in quantity, since water 
absorbs it under pressure. The enteriDg water brings some 
air along with it, to makeup the deficiency; but as this sup
ply is frequently insufficient, a small air valve, G, opening 
inwards, is fitted, which admits air into the ram, whenever 
the pressure in the vessels falls below that of the atmo
sphere. A simpler and cheaper form of ram is shown i n  
Fig. 4,  which i s  the kind generally built b y  pump makers. 
It will be seen that it haq no air vfl8sel for aidiDg the open
ing of the waste valve, B, and no valve for supplyiDg any 
deficieDcy of air in the chamber, E. It is frequently iouud 

Indeed, the water pipes ill houses have often been burst by 
suddenly shuttiDg off th6 water from a bll.sin, and plumbers 
frequently provide against this accident by attaching an air 
vessel to the pipe, near Qach cock, so that the force of the 

neceBBary, for the successful operation of this form of lam, 
to make a small hole in the pipe, A, sO that air will be drawn 
in by the running water. It would be easy to render these 
rams more efficient by the addl.tion of a castillg that would 
chaBge them into machines of the kind represented in Fig. 
2, as will be rendered plain by an inspection of Figs. 2 and 
3. The air valve, G, Figs. 1 and 2, is I!O low down that if 
the ram should become submerged it would admit water. 
An improved ram, patented a few years ago in France, has 
the air valve elevated to a considerable distance so as to 
o,,-ercome this difficulty. 

Durillg the summer months, which are supposed by the 
natives to be a delightful season of the year, the islands are 
continually vailed in obscurity by fogs; and, in approachillg 
them, cautiously feeling the way, there is a danger presented 
by strong, treacherous currents, as well as lack of confidence 
as to their positions. During the nine winter months, or 
from September to June, the winds are extremely violent. 
" After havIng waited patiently for nearly.three days for a 
snfficiently clear day that would permit us, at even a ship's 
length, to Ilee land, we, on the 19th, were fortunate in sight
iDg tbe island of Tanaga in the morning, and at 6 P. M ... n· 
choring safely in 10 fathoms of water in Glory of Russia 
Bay, which is proposed as an intermediate station for the 
cable. At an elevation of 2,650 feet, but a short diRtance 
back from the beach, upon the mountain side, is a glacier of 
considerable extent, which was visited by several of our blow may not be suddenly arrested. Whitehurst, an En

officers. The short stay prevented any measurements of its glisbman, contrived a machine, in 1772, for raisillg water by 

rate of movement. The soil is spongy, owing to continued utilizing its momentum when the discharge was suddenly 

The hydraulic ram, or, rather, a modification of it, is also 
employed to draw water from lower points. This form of 
the machine is sketched in Fig. 4. The pipe, A, leads to a 
source of supply higher than the ram, and connects with the 
place which is to be drained. The distance from the end of 
the pipe, A, to the valve, D, must not be greater than the 
hight to which water will rise in a vacuum-that is to say, 
34 feet,-and for successful working; it should not exceed 26 
feet. The action of the machine Is as follows: The valve, 
C, beiDg open, water flows through the pipe, A, and is dis
charged at F. When sufficient velocity is acquired, the 
valve, C, closes; and the water continuing to flow through 
F, a vacuum is formed behind it, so that water is drawn 
through the pipe, B, and valve, D, and discharged at F. 
Then the valve, C, again opens, and the same cycle of ope
rations is repeated. E is an air chamber, aidillg the conti
nuity of discharge, as in the former cases. 

dampness, and of course destitute of trees or bushes, aoo. in
habited solely by fowls of the air. There is here a 

FINGAL CAVE, 

with its basaltic columns, which is scientifically inter. 
esting. But, taking everythiDg into consideratioll, should 
this place be selected as an intermediate station, the opera. 
tor whose headquarters it will be is not likely to re€ard it 
as a paradise. Although the practicability of the no:thern 
route is beyond dispute, the labor, uncertainty of success, 
and dangers involved, in even the passage of a steamer over 
the route just sounded by us, cause me to apprehend no 
small difficulty in an attempt to lay down a subnarine 
cable. 

Then consider the exertion of dredging for a broken mble in 
waters either clouded in a fog or beneath a gale, con pared 
with those to be experienced on the 80uthern route. Again, stopped. Machines on a similar princlple a:re constructed to. 
there is the submarine valley of over 4,000 fathoms depth day, for use in citiee where the pressure in the mains is de
just to the southward of the Aleutian Islands, through which ficient. For insta.nce, there are many buildings in the lower 
the cable will have to pass. In layiDg the cable here, at part of New York in which the pressure in the mains will 
least six and a half or seven. miles of it will be suspended not raise the water to the upper storIes. Most of these build. 
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The hydraulic ram finds various applications in industrial 
pursuits. It is largely employed for raising water into dwel· 
ling houses and farm yards. It was used at the Mont Cenis 
tunnel, working under a head of 85 feet, to compress air to 
five atmospheres for the purposes of ventilation and power. 
It will work under extremely 'low heads, and will raise water 
to almost any desired hight, and, when properly propor. 
tioned, is reasonably efficient. The efficiency is not, how
ever, a matter of great importance in many cases, For in. 
stance, a man may have a spring 04 a hillside, at consider. 
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able distance from his hOV8e, which is at a much higher ele
vation. The expense of pumping this water by steam power 
might be very great. TIut with the hydraulic ram, whose 
first cost is very slight, the only considerable outlay will be 
for the delivery pipe; and if the connections are properly 
made, no further expense need be incurred, 

In setting a ram, if it is in a locality where the water in  it 
would be frozen in winter if it were exposed, it should be 
carefully covered and protected; and the same precautions 
should be observed with the pipes. 

To produce the best effect, the length of the pipe from the 
source of supply to the ram should be from 25 to 50 feet, for 
ordinary cases, with heads of from 8 to 15 feet; and in gen· 
eral, it may be stated that the length of pipe should be about 
3 times the head. The hight to which the water is lifted 
should not exceed 15 times the head from the source of sup
ply to the ram. If the delivery pipe is va'y hng, the head 
required, to overcome the fricti0Il. shou'd be e8tim<l.��d at  
so much additional head. Tae di ... mster of t1e receivillg 
pipe is ordinarily made from 2 to :3 t.imes that 01 the deliv· 
ery pipe. For the best effect., t',e diil,me;er of the receiv'ng 
pipe should be about To of the h·a:l from t be @O'Hee of SUD
ply to the tank; but very mu:h smalltr dimenaims are com
monly adopted. 

L�rge rams, under favorable dnuUls'a1:lca�, give all effi
ciency of from 60 to 70 per c�o t of I.he power of the wa�er; 
but small machines, under ordinalY c()llditions, only utilize 
from 40 to 50 per cent. All €X<l.W pJe to i la.@lrate thf'se prin
ciples is appended. A hydraulic ram, wo!king under a head 
of 10 feet, delivers 5 U. S. gallo1:s of wa�er pBr winute to a 
hight, including the friction oH he pipe, of 100 f",et, and-l00 
gallons run to waste in the same time. "\Vbst is the €fIi
ciency of the ram? A gallon of water weighs 8'34 pounds, 
80 that the useful work of the ram is the raising of 41'7 
pounds 100 feet high in a minute, or it is 4,170 foot pound? 
The total work that could be realized from the water (105 
gallons falling 10 feet in a minute) would be the raising of 
875 7 pounds 10 feet high in a minute, or 8,757 foot pounds. 
Hence the per centage of em ciency( which is found by multi ply
ing the actual work by 100, and dividing the product by the 
total work of which the water is c�pable)'is 47 6 +. 

A correspondent asks to what hight he can raise water 
with a ram, with a head of six feet, allowing lo of the water 
to run to waste? Assuming that the ram has an efficiency 
of 45 per cent, to find the'hight of delivery: Multiply the 
head by the efficiency, and divide by tLe proportion of water 
raised. Thus: Head, 6, multiplied by efficiency, 0'45, giv�s 
a total of 2'7. Divide this by proportion of water raised, 0'1, 
and the hight in feet to which the water will be raised is 27. 

Those of our readers who are using hydraulic rams may 
easily determine data by which they can calculate the effi
ciency. If any do so, we shall be pleased to receive the re
sults of their calculations. As many prefer to work exam
ples by algebra, the analytical expressions for the preceding 
rules are given below. Let h=hight above source of sup
ply to which water is raised; H=hight of top of source of 
supply above waste outlet; L=length of pipe from 20urce 
of supply of ram to waste outlet, in feet; D=diameter of 
pipe, in feet; W = pounds of water flowing per minute; 
w=pounds of water lifted per minute. Let E=per centage 

of efficiency, L=about 3 H, D=�, and h not more than 

15 H; and for bast effect, E = from 60 to 70, under most 
favorable circumstances, from 40 to 50, ordinarily. Then 

100 X wxh 
E= ----

WxH 

Notes trolfi '\Vashtngton, D. C. 

'10 the Editor of the &ientifo.� American: 

As foreshadowed in your ll\st, Commissioner Leggett has 
resigned, and Mr. TbaJher has been appointed in his place. 
This having made vacant the Assistant Commissionership, 
General Ellis Spear, of the Board of Examiner in Chief, 
has been appointed to this position, and his place is to be 
filted by the promotion of Major Hopkins, who now occu
pies the position of Examiner in IDterference cases. It was 
rumored that Commissioner Leggett's son-in· law, Mr. Sey
mour, was to be appointed Examiner of Interferences,but I 
believe it has finally been decided to have a competitive ex
amination for this office. 

The number of patents issued for the last three months 
has somewhat fallen off, the whole number, including re
issues and designs, being 3,229, against 3,344 for the corres· 
ponding term of last year. If the dBRign3 and reiasues are 
omitted,the numbers are, for the 1 �st t bree mOIl' h. 2.8i9,and 
for the same months last year 3,06l. Th .. Dumoe1 01 pa{,mts 
issued during 1873 was 11,616. end lor the DIlle 1Zlcnths of 
the present year, 9,488, whleh 6b.O>r� &sJig:l.t gl>ll', ell tha 
whole, over the monthly aveng 1 of tbe pr-c-d lng yrar. 

Congress at its last session, 1l1thQuru I€du.clng tue. army 
at large,did not reduce the sig 0 0.\ servi: '. 'ou � perm it',ed it to 
retain its full complement of 43() men, anil, to give steady 
employment te this force, provide:! for the CO.Jl>tru�lioll of 
telegraph lines on our western frontie!s ULO er the dilBe:iol1 
of the Chief Signal Officer. ODe of these liaes b,gins at 
Dennison, in Texas, and ends- at Blownsvi,le, in the same 
State, connecting a string of military posts wit.h the civiEzed 
world. Tha total length of this line is 1,250 miles, and it 
crosses tue famous" Staked Plaia" for hund relds of miles. 
The plil.in h utterly destitute of timber and wate.r,and passes 
througu the heart of the country which is now the seat of 
Indian hostilhie!l, from which it will be seen that the diffi
culti�s to bi! OVllrcome by the builders are of no ordiI\ary 
magnitude. 

'titutifit �tutritau. 

Lunar Acceleration: Itll Cause. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: 

As has been the case with other theorists and their theo
ries, so with me and mine. Few scientists have hitherto 
admitted the retrograde motion of the sun In space, and one 
or two have even had courage enough to say: "It is not true," 
and so also with other of my theories. I make all objectors 
and obj e�tions welcome of course. Candid, honeBt exchange 
and interchange of opinion is what this world needs; and 
it seems to me that this is as powerful and potent a way 
as any to reach the truth. My object in writing this ar
ticle is not only to show your readers the fact that lunar ac
celerll.tion is not of increased motion in the moon, as some 
eminent scientists have supposed, and that it is owing to in
creased velocity in the sun; but also to present a fresh, un
deniably demonstrative proof of solar retrograde motion. 
And all the subject, even to scientific men and great think
ers, is not so easily grasped and comprehended as many are 
apt to suppose, I will, with your permission and indulgence, 
thus simplify and explain it in as short and concise a manner 
as I can. 

Seated in imagination at the zenith, and looking down 
upon our solar system, we see it all in action as we see a 
working machine. And when we look-upon the vast area of 
the solar orbit, and behold the sun, as it were, slowly tracing 
his retrograde way all round the ecliptic, on the border or 
periphery of his orbit, and liken it to a vast and by far the 
largest wheel in the celestial machine: and when we look 
upon the orbit of each planet, being likewise respectively a 
wheel, a wheel having its center in the sun, and the planet 
sitting on its (the wheel's) periphery: and when we re
member that the motion of the great wheel is retrograde, 
and that of all the smaller wheels direct, and that every 
smaller wheel is carried gradually retrogressively by virtue of 
the motion of the lal"gest one: I say, when we see and re
member all this of our great solar planet-wheeled system, we 
cannot but see that every second, minute, or degree of space 
retrograded by the sun must yield correspondent phenomena 
to or upon every other wheel or planet. And so also the mo
tion of one planet or satellite around another must yield its 
phenomenon. Thus premised, I now proceed to show, from 
real astronomical data and discovery, that increased and in
creasing velocity of the sun is certainly the origin and all 
of so·called lunar acceleration. 

To begin: The data which astronomical writers give re
garding the motion of precession is substantially as follows: 
The stars appear to move directly (aunually) about 50t", or 
about lOin 71 t years; and the equinoctial points, of course, 
recede that much in the same time. This recession of the 
equinoxes, versus precession of the stars, is owing. to the 
retrograde motion of the sun; and from the said motion 
comes, likewise, recession of eclipses; for eclipses, when we 
take them in cycles, do recede round the ecliptic as the equi
noxes do, and at the same exact rate too. At such a rate of 
motion, the sun would require some 25 800 years to move 
round the ecliptic or to complete his orbit; and if his rate of 
m'otion was ever the same, there would be no acceleration, so
called in lunar motion. It is because this motion of the sun 
is ever on the increase that the phenomenon alluded to 
arises. 

As proof of the increase of solar motion, the writers alluded 
to tell us that precession is conJ;ltantly inoreasing at such 
rate as amounts to 218 years less every 90° or quarter revo
lution, and say that, owing to the said increase, precession 
will complete a revolution in about 24.992 years, instead of 
the number of years above given. This increase, I claim, 
is the increase exactly of solar motion. And now I am 
going to show, not only that it produces lunar acceleration, 
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but also that its result is in absolute accordance with the dis
covery and deduction of some of the most profound astrono
mers who ever lived. 

Halley and some other eminent astronomers found, when 
comparing the present time of eclipses with that given by 
the most celebrated of ancient Egyptian and Chaldean as· 
tronomers, that, to make both agree. it is necessary to allow 
a lunar acceleration per century of about 11 seconds. Thus, 
then. we have the amount of lunar acceleration per century, 
as set forth, and no doubt perfectly correctly, by the wisest 
and most able of past astronomers. See how our theory 
works hand to hand in the matter, and proves them correct. 

The increase of solar motion is equal to 218 years less 
every quarter or 90° oithe orbit. The whole will be run in 
24,992 years, thus: For the first quarter, 6,575 years; for 
the second or present quarter, 6,357 years; for the third, 
6,139 years; for the fourth, 5,921 years; in all, 24,992 years. 
Taking the mathematical amount of increase, or the 218 
years, out of the past 6.575 years, we find that it is almost 
1° for every 30°, 2°  in 60, and 3° in 90°, or about io of the 
whole. We have therefore three degrees of solar retrograde 
advance, and of course three degrees of so-called lunar acce· 
leration, since a point of time seven hundred years beyond 
the birth of Adam, and of 51' 26" since the birth of Christ. 

N ow as the earth in her diurnal motion moves through the 
whole 360° in 24 hours, through 90° in six hours, 3' in twelve 
hours, and through 51' 26" in 3 minutes and 26 seconds; it 
follows that since the year 1 (Christian era) the moon has 
acce1erated the earth about three minutes and twenty six 
seconds, versus the earth's retardation ,whi ch is equal to 51' 26" 
since the birth of Christ. Need I tell your readers that 
three minutes and twenty-six second�, of lunar acceleration 
since the birth of Christ, is equal to 11 seconds per century? 
That is j !lst what i1 is. Consequently the phenomenon of 
lunar acceleration is not of the mOOD, nor in the moon, but 
of the Bun. It is not 'an acceleration of the lunar motion, 
but clearly and positively acceleration in the sun. 

Thus wise, accurate, and profound astronomy and despised 
rejected theory meet, kiss, and fall into one. Yet,lltrange 
to say, the present learned astronomic world cannot see it. 
It must, though, no doubt, soon. JOHN HEPBURN. 

Gloucester, N. J. 
------.......... ..... _-----

The Sczaroch. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: 

The idea of making a projectile contain a part of the pow
der charge, and thus.causing two explosions of the charge 
instead of one, originated with Mr. James Rose, of th0 Ash
ford Railway Works, in England, in the year 1854 Draw
ings were mfl,de and submitted by him to several prominent 
English engineers, and to at least one government, in that 
year. There are several engineers in this city to whom I 
have, during the last five or six years, shown sketches of 
such projectiles. JOSHUA ROSE. 

279 West 12th street, New York city. 

Stevens Institute oC Technology. 

The Stevens Institute of Technology has commenced its 
third college year with a new class of over fifty in nnmber 
-double the number that it was originally proposed to 
admit as a maximum. The large space necessarily devoted 
to its laboratories, workshops, and drawing rooms compels 
this restriction of numbers. The aim must consequently be 
to educate a limited number of young men of more than 
average ability, keeping the standard so high that the quali
ty of educated material given to the engineering profession 
by that college may compensate for the comparatively small 
number of its graduates. 

The indications are that the authorities will soon be com
pelled to raise both the requirements prescribed for candi
dates for admission and the charges for tuition. 

No student of good habits, of intelligence and high general 
character, and capable of taking a high position in this class 
has ever yet been denied instruction because of poverty,and 
it is not probable that this generous policy of the trustees 
of Mr. Stevens' noble bequest will be changed; 

The museum, the mechanical laboratory, the collections in 
the department of engineering and other cabinets, are con
tinually receiving important additions, principally from our 
moat successful and most intelligent manufacturers. Such 
contributions are of most practical value, and must aid thlJ 
Faculty in their work in a very important degree. 

--------.... � .. �, .. -----------

The SaW' Premium at the Cincinnati Exhibition. 

The prize offered for the best circular saw at the Cincin
nati fair, $100 in gold, was awarded to Messrs. Emerson, 
Ford. & Co., of Beaver Falls, Pa. There were nine contest
ants,and the work done by each saw was remarkable for ex
cellence and rapidity. A Cincinnati contemporary says that 
MesHs. Emerson & Co.'s solid tooth saw, "when it struck 
the test log, showed its real metal. It took in the situation 
most beautifully, making the sparks fly gaily at every en
trl'.nce into the tough poplar, but was steady and kept right 
down to actual work all the time, making sixteen good 
boards, 10x20, in two minutes and forty.four seconds, on 3f 
inches feed, and coming out cool as a cucumber. The oak 
log was then placed upon the carriage, and the saw proved 
that its appetite had mel'ely been sharpened by the poplar. 
It cut ;welve oak boards, 12x15, in one minute and forty· 
three seconds, all No 1. lumber. This is the crowning feat 
of the test so far." 

Messrs. Emerson, Ford, & Co. were also awarded the 
si1..,-er medal for the best saW' exhibited. 

••••• 

GERB:AN SILVER FOR CASTING.-Copp�r, 50 Ibs. ; zin�, 20 
Ib8. ; nickel, best pulverized, 251bs. 
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